Gallery MRYTA’s role
It's gallery's role that shows the marvelous artists and their works to the people and the
society. Today, it seems that people love the things which is pleasant and they are
accustomed to, but in fact, we are seeking for a great artist who moves our hearts from
the bottom. Then, I met Season Lao.

His works have the beauty that is full of the astonishment and the atmosphere which
fascinates anyone. He continues challenging in the way that anybody has never tried,
with his great originality. He is the best artist that the Gallery MORYTA had been looking
for.

In our gallery people look at his works with pure eyes. I believe that we could have rich
lives in the world which gives the true evaluation to the beauty without any lies. To create
such a world, galleries and artists own the mission to produce appropriate estimation.
We, GALLERY MORITA will continue introducing mainly Season Lao and his works to
the people who seeks for something as possible.

We also willing to produce the young talents who follow the way of living like him. The
role of Gallery MORYTA is to show the work of gifted artists to society.

Today, people seem content with 'art' they're accustomed to and makes them 'feel good' .
We, however, are interested in artists who move our spirit and challenge our minds with
a beautiful vision.

For example, the work of Season Lao is so original, full of atmosphere, and constantly
moving in new directions. His style could appeal to anyone, yet he's known by a select,
core audience.

It's an honour to support artists whom we admire . We will continue to offer strong support
to these individuals, as well as to young artists who have the potential to enrich our lives
with their unique talent.

